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Emily (13) and Abigale (11) can light up any room with their contagious smiles! They love to chat
about their favorite interests, hobbies, and dreams. If you ask them what they hope to be when they
grow up, they have some very big goals. Emily hopes to be a video game designer and Abigale wants
to be a YouTube creator. With big dreams like these, the girls know it’s going take hard work and
dedication, which is why they are doing well in school. It’s been a busy school year and the girls are
looking forward to summer and hope to attend some fun summer activities. These kind-hearted
sisters have also been helping those less fortunate by donating their shoes to kids in Africa.
Emily recently finished choir, which she enjoyed and is proud to watch herself in the video of her last
performance. She is really enjoying math and likes to try and solve problems in her head. Emily also
has read a few kid-friendly coding books for video games, which she hopes will come in good use one
day!
Abigale has been learning the ukulele and is excited for an upcoming performance at her school.
She is hoping to eventually learn to play the flute. Abigale continues to love to read on a daily basis
and is proud to report that she has already read 20 books since October.
These girls are ready as ever to be with their forever family! The team is seeking a two-parent
household for this amazing sister duo and is accepting inquiries from families nationwide with
approved adoption home studies. The girls’ forever family must provide them with structure,
routine, and a nurturing environment.
If you think your family is a good fit for these sisters, contact Tesia at 701-356-7981.
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